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A Love For All Time She is Catriona, Countess of Glenkirk, the dazzling green-eyed beauty whose silken sensuality fires
the passion of men's very souls -- making her a pawn in a dangerous game of royal intrigue. wife to a count, unwilling
mistress to the king, she has the undying live of the most courageous lord in all of scotland. . . He is Francis, Earl of
Bothwell, who defies his king to possess the woman he loves. Theirs is a romance in the grand tradition of bestselling
author Beatrice Small -- and epic tale of love and betrayal that sweeps from the snowy Scottish highlands through the
glittering palaces of Europe and exotic pleasures domes of Constantinople to find its magnificent conclusion inthe
exquisite fulfillment of love's most passionate desires.
A thrilling romance of fifteenth-century Scotland by a New York Times–bestselling author! Bestselling Author Hannah
Howell returns to the splendor of medieval Scotland in this first novel of her new trilogy—a saga of clan warfare, divided
loyalties, and forbidden love. Here, in the Scottish highlands of the fifteenth century, a powerful knight meets his match in
a mysterious beauty bent on revenge. When destiny brought Sir Balfour Murray and his wounded brother down the same
road as Maldie Kirkaldy, she offered her services as a nurse even as she tried to deny the desire this dark-eyed knight
had ignited at first sight. Soon they discover that they both share a mission of vengeance, but Maldie cannot tell him her
true identity--to do so would brand her a spy. Sworn to avenge his family as chief of the Doncoill Clan, Balfour vows to
destroy his greatest foe, with Maldie at his side. Yet Balfour knows that he can no more afford to trust her than he can
ignore his lust for this sultry beauty. Now, he is not only determined to unearth her deepest secrets, but also to pursue his
passion for her. And nothing will stand in his way.
New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell spins a masterful tale of glory, honor and passion in this sweeping
adventure of a proud woman who refuses to believe in love--and the fiery Scotsman determined to change her mind...
Liam Cameron is certain he's died and gone to heaven when he opens his eyes to the angel before him. But the pain that
wracks his body proves he is still earth-bound. Keira Murray MacKail saved Liam's life--and he has some enticing ways
he would like to thank her. Soon, lust gives way to a feeling much more profound for a woman whose battles he wants to
fight...though he fears the most difficult one will be for her heart... Keira quickly learns that Liam has danger chasing him.
As her healing kindness frees him to tell his tale, she confides the trouble that plagues her: she is a laird's widow now
responsible for saving a small village pillaged by cruel invaders. But even as Liam makes the crusade to reclaim her
lands his own, he will face a far greater challenge to win her trust--and her love--for all time...
Lady Olympia Wherlocke, who has the ability to see the future, falls in love with Lord Brant Mallam as they work together
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to save his sister from an arranged marriage, but the sins of their pasts threaten their future together.
A woman marked by a madman. A fearsome warrior. A match made in Highland heaven—from the New York
Times–bestselling author of Highland Groom. Fleeing an obsessed suitor, Fiona MacEnroy rides recklessly into
Scotland’s wildest hills and is captured by a horde of well?armed men. Instead of battling for her life, she finds herself
swept away by a powerful stranger and carried off to a remote, forbidding keep. Oddly, here at Scarglas, a place
shrouded in mystery and the black reputation of the rogue clan MacFingal, Fiona feels a strange, comforting sense of
safety . . and a consuming passion for its rugged laird. Spellbound by Fiona’s beauty yet determined to fight the longing
she ignites, Ewan MacFingal plots to ransom Fiona back to her kin. Sworn to protect his eccentric clan against the
dangers invading Scarglas, he refuses to be weakened by the power of a woman whose every glance and touch tell him
that she is everything his heart desires. Now, as pride and passion war within, dark peril and forbidding secrets will force
them to trust what has yet to be spoken—the unshakable power of a timeless love.
2013 WinnerAmazon Breakthrough Novel AwardRomanceIn 1830s London, scandalous whispers surround the pub
known as the Sleeping Dove, a hidden bordello catering to nobles eager to shed the trappings of their stations.
Josephine Grant knows the rumors are true — she plays piano at the Dove and is known only as the “Bawdy
Bluestocking” to the pub's faithful.The reluctant Duke of Lennox is called “The Uncatchable” by society ladies, not that
he cares for them or their nicknames. Elias Addison's estate was thrust upon him when his father died, and it has been
little else but a burden.When a friend brings him to the Sleeping Dove in an attempt to lighten his mood, the Duke of
Lennox finds himself at the Bawdy Bluestocking's piano, and together they begin to play a dangerous melody. When the
Duke uncovers the truth about her, will he wish he had never heard the tune?
On the run from a treacherous enemy, a knight and a noblewoman find a passionate destiny in the Scottish highlands. A
villainous rogue abducts Contessa Tess from her uncle’s castle in the Scottish highlands, and when he reveals her
uncle’s terrifying plans, she follows him into a whirlwind of adventure and realizes that there is a hero beneath his
criminal facade.
When London's most skilled pickpocket, Emily Fox, finds the treasure hidden on Valin North's estate, she disguises
herself as a debutante entering the social scene, but she is instantly captivated by a powerful, sensual nobleman.
Original.
New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell continues the spellbinding saga of the powerful Murray clan in this sensual tale
of lovers both tempted and tormented by their own passion. . . A reckless need to break free of his family led Gregor MacFingal
Cameron on a quest for a rich bride, only to fall prey to kidnappers and be tossed into a cold cell. He is soon joined by a frightened
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young woman who makes him regret his mercenary search for a wife. After a daring escape, he gladly joins Alana Murray's quest
to rescue her sister, and soon temptation leads to seduction, with unspoken promises easily made, but harder to keep. Alana
knows the bond forged by danger and desperation has earned her an ally willing to fight for her sister's cause. But Gregor's
tantalizing seduction leaves her breathless, and she seizes her one chance to experience true passion before an arranged
marriage seals her fate--never anticipating the inescapable intensity of a man and a love that will change everything. . .
Lord Michael Sutherland, Viscount Ellersleigh, is infamous amongst the ton for his powers of seduction and his prowess as a lover.
Running from his own ennui and a lover who fancies herself his future wife, Michael retreats to the country and a crumbling,
haunted castle won in a game of chance... a castle occupied by an innocent and oh so tempting young woman, Miss Abbigail
Barrows. But country life proves to be anything but quiet. At a debauched house party, Michael finds himself confronted with an
unfortunate quandary, marry Abbigail, an innocent, or hang for murder. Residing at Blagdon Hall, Michael's faced with the
dilemmas of seducing his new wife, who seems to be impervious to his charm, and unraveling the mystery of Blagdon Hall's
resident ghost and the nefarious goings on at the neighboring estate.
The Murrays are back in this thrilling new tale from New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell . . . Responsible for
protecting her younger siblings from their abusive father, Bethoc Matheson is in no position to rescue another soul in Scotland. Yet
when she sees a bleeding man on the verge of drowning, that’s exactly what she does, securing him safely in a cave where she
can return day after day to tend to his wounds. Sir Callum MacMillan can scarcely believe such a slight lass as Bethoc could save
him from the grasp of death. But he knows the telltale marks of an angry fist on her skin, and he knows she has the soul of a
fighter within her feminine frame. Raised to be a protector of the weak by his Murray clansmen, Callum would prefer to be the one
saving her—and save her, he will. If he can first survive the treacherous attack that led him into her irresistible arms . . . Praise for
Hannah Howell and her Highland novels... “Few authors portray the Scottish highlands as lovingly or colorfully as Hannah
Howell.” —Publishers Weekly “Expert storyteller Howell pens another Highland winner.” —RT Book Reviews
Lady Philippa Marbury is . . . odd The brilliant, bespectacled daughter of a double marquess cares more for books than balls, for
science than the season, and for laboratories than love. She's looking forward to marrying her simple fiancé and living out her days
quietly with her dogs and her scientific experiments. But before that, Pippa has two weeks to experience all the rest—fourteen days
to research the exciting parts of life. It's not much time, and to do it right she needs a guide familiar with London's darker corners.
She needs . . . a Scoundrel She needs Cross, the clever, controlled partner in London's most exclusive gaming hell, with a
carefully crafted reputation for wickedness. But reputations often hide the darkest secrets, and when the unconventional Pippa
boldly propositions him, seeking science without emotion, she threatens all he works to protect. He is tempted to give Pippa
precisely what she wants . . . but the scoundrel is more than he seems, and it will take every ounce of his willpower to resist giving
the lady more than she ever imagined.
On her 16th birthday, Maggie Drum sets out from the grimy streets of her Scottish coalmining town to find a man of pride,
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independence and spirit fit enough to be her husband. She finds her man in Gillon Cameron, a tall fisherman from the Highlands,
who will learn to go down into the mines yet refuse to settle for the grinding poverty of the coal miner's life. In a world that treats
coal miners as little more than slaves, Maggie's steely determination and Gillon's abiding pride stake their claim to a better future
for themselves and seven children. Robert Crichton, author of The Secret of Santa Vittoria, brings his stellar storytelling gifts to this
sweeping family epic, capturing the Camerons' moments of triumph and loss, bitterness and love set in the magnificent landscapes
and social battles of 19th century Scotland. First published in 1972, and a New York Times bestseller for more than five months,
The Camerons draws you in with what at first appears to be a straightforward family drama, then captivates you by the complexity
and depth of the Camerons' struggle to create a future of hope and triumph.
"I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters—sure recipe
for historical fiction that sucks you in and won't let go!"— DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander
An Ancient Castle, a Tragic Love, and a Web of Secrets Begins to Unravel... Emily Braden has stopped believing in fairy tales and
happy endings. When her fascinating but unreliable cousin Harry invites her on a holiday to explore the legendary own of Chinon,
and promptly disappears—well, that's Harry for you. As Emily makes the acquaintance of Chinon and its people, she begins to
uncover dark secrets beneath the charm. Legend has it that during a thirteenth-century siege of the castle that looms over the city,
Queen Isabelle, child bride of King John, hid a "treasure of great price." And in the last days of the German occupation during
World War II, another Isabelle living in Chinon, a girl whose love for an enemy soldier went tragically awry. As the dangers of the
past become disastrously real, Emily is drawn ever more deeply into a labyrinth of mystery as twisted as the streets and tunnels of
the ancient town itself. Don't miss the next enchanting novel from Susanna Kearsley, Bellewether, coming August 2018! Other
bestselling books by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea A Desperate Fortune The Firebird
Let these seductive tales of everlasting romance transport you to a world where the most dangerous desires awaken after dark. . .
"Kiss of the Vampire," Hannah Howell Seeking the truth of his tortured heritage at court, Jankyn McNachton finds something he
never expected--true desire. Efrica Callan is beautiful, innocent, and possessed of a courageous heart. She spurns the men who
court her dowry, but all Jankyn can offer this lovely creature of light is life in the darkness--and in his arms. . . "His Eternal Bride,"
Adrienne Basso Suspecting her of murdering her husband, Callum, on their wedding night, Maev McCloskey's clan has banished
her to a remote tower. There, she dreams of her dead love--and the passion they never knew in life. But soon she wonders if the
seductive, mysterious Callum of her sleeping mind is real--and, if he is, whether joining him in his world would be an act of
courage. . .or of madness. . . "To Tame the Beast," Deborah Raleigh In revenge for the curse that has forever banished him to the
shadows, the creature called the Beast of MacDonnell demands the firstborn female child of each generation. Isobella's sister is
soon to suffer this fate--unless Isobella can save her. Unafraid, she intends to confront the monster when she finds a strange man
instead: a warrior with the face of an angel and mesmerizing silver eyes who tempts her like no other. . .
Trying to find his missing sister, Maximillian Wilder joins a gang of body snatchers and meets Abigail Hale who buys the bodies to
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save her father's school of medicine, but they both find themselves in danger when the gang's leader betrays Abigail.

A family of seven seductive Scottish brothers have come to America to find love in this historical romance by the New
York Times–bestselling author. Arkansas Ozarks, 1860. A brutal attack on Emily Stanton’s family has left her for
dead—until she is found in the woods by a handsome stranger with a thick brogue who vows to protect her. There’s only
one problem: As a woman with a noble English background, she has no business keeping company with a Scotsman of
low birth. For Iain MacEnroy, Emily’s high-tone accent is a bitter reminder of the oppressive regime he left behind. The
last thing he needs is to be burdened by the needs of a beautiful, blue-eyed Englishwoman. But taking care of elegant,
educated Emily begins to transform Iain in ways he never imagined. Could it be that the deep divisions from the old world
no longer apply in the new? And that Iain and Emily can share a passion as lush and wild as the Scottish highlands
themselves?
New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell captures the breathless danger and desire of the Highlands in this
exciting tale of a fierce Scotsman who lays siege to the heart of a proud English beauty . . . Lady Jolene Gerard is
running out of time—each moment she remains within the walls of Drumwich Castle she is in jeopardy. Her only chance
lies with a prisoner chained to the dungeon walls, a Scotsman who, in return for freedom, helps Jolene and her young
nephew escape her cousin’s deadly snare. Pursued by murderous villains, Jolene is prepared to fight for her life. But in
the arms of rugged Sigimor Cameron, she soon surrenders her heart . . . He was too late to save the Englishman to
whom he owned a blood debt, but not the man’s lovely sister. Stunned by his desire for the spirited English lass, Sigimor
presses them on to safety, his enemies in dogged pursuit. And while sweet desire speaks a thousand words, the secret
they long to share remains locked in a battle of stubborn pride. But when saving Jolene from his enemy leaves Sigimor
no choice but to make her his wife, a bargain born of passion can only by sealed by the kiss of true love . . . Praise for
Hannah Howell and Her Highland Novels “Few authors portray the Scottish highlands as lovingly or colorfully as Hannah
Howell.” —Publishers Weekly “Expert storyteller Howell pens another Highland winner.” —RT Book Reviews
With her life and estate threatened, a lady turns to a man of extraordinary gifts in the New York Times bestselling
author’s paranormal Regency romance. Western England, 1791. For Lady Primrose Wootten, nothing has been ordinary
since her father the Baron died, leaving his wayward family to fill the estate with greed and treachery. Primrose knows if
she can just track down her brother, he can send the odious relations on their way. But her search leads instead to a
powerful stranger, and she forgets entirely what she was doing in the first place... Sir Bened Vaughn isn't much afraid of
a pistol. But he is afraid of the primal urges stirred in him by the woman holding it. Vaughn is an honorable man, and he
knows he has no right to desire Primrose. Yet he does have an obligation to help her, and as they learn more about her
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brother's disappearance, he realizes that means staying by her side—wanting her all the while—and wondering how much
longer they can resist temptation.
In book one of a new Scottish trilogy that captures the lives of the spirited daughters of the Murray brothers, New York
Times bestselling author Hannah Howell spins a passionate tale of a woman who risks everything to win the heart of the
man who captures hers. . . Ten years ago, young Elspeth Murray rescued a wounded young knight and lost her heart
forever. Now a stunning beauty and gifted healer, she is reunited with Cormac Armstrong when he saves her from an
unwanted suitor. But Cormac is promised to another, a woman who has blinded him to her ruthlessness. Now Elspeth
must battle against the odds to claim a man and a love she will not be denied. Cormac is stunned by the desire Elspeth's
kiss awakens—and cannot resist the temptation she offers. A man of honor, he is torn by his pledge to another and his
growing need for Elspeth. Blinded by duty and indecision, he is unaware that he is a pawn in a clever and deadly trap
from which Elspeth is desperate to save him. But by the time he understands her gift of selfless devotion will it be too late
to claim this perfect love? Includes An Excerpt Of Hannah Howell's Upcoming Highland Romance, Highland Lover!
Had she finally met the man she longed for...or was she dreaming? Marlie Keen was trying to lead a quiet, ordinary life.
She thought the knowing -- the clairvoyance that allowed her to witness crimes as they happened -- had been destroyed
in the nightmare of her past. Then one night it returned with a vengeance, and she desperately needed to find someone
to make it stop. Detective Dane Hollister of the Orlando police department had never met anyone like Marlie. He had
doubts about her clairvoyance, but there was no doubt how much he desired her. Her soft, sweet scent set his blood
afire, and he wanted to wrap her in his arms and chase the sadness from her eyes. To Marlie, Dane was all heat and
hard muscle, and he made her body come alive as it never had before. But not even she could foresee where their
passion would lead: a hungry quest for the elusive, dreamy ecstasies of love...and a dangerous journey into the twisted
mind of a madman who would threaten their happiness and their lives....
In the midst of war between England and Scotland, Lady Jaime MacPherson uses a desperate ruse to try to free Malcolm
MacLeod--the man who betrayed her by marrying another woman to save his inheritance--from a castle dungeon.
Original.
An enchanting new novel from New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell that will make you believe in the power
of destiny--and desire--all over again. . . She Sees His Face Everywhere. . . Lady Alethea Vaughn Channing is haunted
by a vision of a man in danger--the same man who she has seen in dreams time and time again. She doesn't even know
his name, and yet she feels the connection between them, knows she is the only one standing between him and disaster.
. . .Yet They Have Never Met But rakish Lord Hartley Greville is capable of protecting himself, as he has proven more
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than once in his perilous work as a spy for the crown. If he's to carry out his duty, he'll need to put aside the achingly
beautiful woman with the strange gift. And yet, when Alethea's visions reveal a plot that could endanger children, Hartley
will not be able to ignore the destiny that binds them together--or resist the passion burning between them. . . Praise for
Hannah Howell and If He's Wicked "Fans will gladly follow Howell from the Scottish Highlands to London for her new
trilogy." --Publishers Weekly "The superbly talented Howell never disappoints." --Romantic Times
In a dazzling new novel in the Wherlocke family saga, New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell creates an
unforgettable story of intrigue, jeopardy, and desire. . . Stealing a stranger's carriage is the second most reckless thing
Lady Catrin Gryffin de Warrene has ever done. The first is succumbing to her powerful attraction to the carriage's owner.
Catrin has heard the rumors about Sir Orion Wherlocke's family and their otherworldly gifts. He's the one person who can
keep her son and his inheritance safe from her late husband's ruthless brother. As for how to protect herself. . .it may be
too late for that. Orion is facing the worst danger a man of his ilk can find: a woman he can't walk away from. Catrin is an
intoxicating blend of innocence and sensuality, and for the first time, seduction is far more than a game. But her beauty
and fortune have made her a target--one that will dare him to risk everything he's known--in pursuit of everything he's
ever longed for. . . Praise for Hannah Howell and The Wherlockes "Gentle but passionate love scenes and endearing
descriptions of close-knit, quirky families will have readers beaming from the first page to the last." --Publishers Weekly
(Starred Review) on If He's Dangerous "Another Howell winner!" --RT Book Reviews on If He's Tempted
Lynsay Sands and Hannah Howell return to the windswept Highlands of 16th century Scotland in the captivating story of identical
twin brothers trapped between the curse that has been their legacy and the two women whose love is their destiny . . . As identical
twins, Bothan and Calum MacNachton share a bond stronger than most brothers, one forged by a terrible secret. Rumors and dark
tales have been whispered about their clan for centuries. For they roam the Highlands at night, driven by a savage hunger that can
never be sated. Their only hope lies in marriage to Outsiders, mortal women whose pure blood will weaken the hold of their eternal
curse. Kenna Brodie and Sarra DeCourcey know what it is to stand apart. They’ve heard the terrible, whispered warnings, but
nothing could prepare them for the handsome brothers whose fierce, unyielding desires are beyond any legend . . . What Bothan
and Calum promise is a life unlike any Kenna and Sarra have ever known. Now, Kenna and Sarra must choose whether to betray
their dark lords or stand and fight for a passion that will never die . . .
At twenty-one, after two Seasons with no takers, Theadosia Barrington should have been grateful to snare Nigel Cosgrove. The
earl-to-be was a blue-eyed Adonis, a true catch-and surely the incident in Covent Garden was exaggerated. And yet, upon her
arrival at Cashel Cosgrove, Thea found herself more intrigued by the Irish castle's legend, that of the tragic Ros Drumcondra. "The
Black Falcon" he was called. Party Gypsy, part Celt, the warrior had been conquered by betrayal alone. His ghost was still reputed
to wander these halls, making women tremble with fear and desire-for who could resist those burnished copper eyes? Hadn't he
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stolen away the betrothed of Cian Cosgrove, made the woman his love slave? If only Thea herself could suffer such a fate. If only
magic were a reality. If only that Gypsy woman had spoken the truth, and Thea was a woman out of time, the one meant to
be...THE FALCON'S BRIDE
Secrecy and intrigue ignite dangerous passions in New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell's seductive new novel. . . It
is whispered throughout London that the members of the Wherlocke family are possessed of certain unexplainable gifts. But Lord
Ashton Radmoor is skeptical--until he finds an innocent beauty lying drugged and helpless in the bedroom of a brothel. The
mystery woman is Penelope Wherlocke, and her special gift of sight is leading her deep into a dangerous world of treachery and
betrayal. Ashton knows he should forget her, yet he's drawn deeper into the vortex of her life, determined to keep her safe. But
Penelope is no ordinary woman, and she's never met the man strong enough to contend with her unusual abilities. Until now. . .
Praise for the Novels of Hannah Howell "Howell offers readers another captivating tale." --Booklist "Another wonderful story filled
with adventure, emotion, and laughter." --Romantic Times
New York Times bestselling authors Hannah Howell and Lynsay Sands combine talents in this thrilling historical romance. Set in
the rugged Scottish Highlands, here is the spellbinding tale of two men destined to live by night with a hunger only the blood of
Outsiders can quench—and a passion only two extraordinary women can satisfy . . . Cousins Heming MacNachton and Tearlach
MacAdie are bound by the same blood, the same ancient curse, and now the same quest: to search out the enemies of their
clan—hunters who consider them soulless demons and intend to exterminate them. But no sooner have Heming and Tearlach
begun than they are drugged, separated, and taken captive. One is brought deep into the borderlands of Scotland, the other, in the
dreary depths of Northern England. Brona Kerr and Lady Lucy Blytheswood are irresistibly drawn to the mysterious prisoners.
Together, the women resolve to save them. In doing so, they will safeguard the clan’s future and their own. Now Brona and Lucy
must cross perilous terrain to fight for their lives—and for the men with whom they discover an eternal passion they never imagined
...
Sir Payton Murray's reputation as a lover is rivaled only by his prowess with the sword, yet it is the latter gift that has captured the
interest of Kirstie MacLye. Fleeing a murderous husband who left her for dead, she vows to expose the man for the vile scoundrel
that he is. She also knows it will take planning, cunning, and the help of a brave, arrogant, and willing champion. Kirstie only prays
that Sir Payton will accept her challenge. Risking the ire of his own clan and hers, Payton nonetheless cannot ignore Kirstie's
desperate plea or her captivating beauty. For he knows that nothing will deter the spirited lass from bringing an evil man to justice,
even if she must do it alone. Joining her on this crusade, he embarks upon a dangerous quest against a powerful enemy only too
eager to destroy them both. . . Praise For Hannah Howell And Her Highland Novels. . . "Few authors portray the Scottish highlands
as lovingly or colorfully as Hannah Howell." --Publishers Weekly "Expert storyteller Howell pens another Highland winner."
–Romantic Times
Cousins Gretchen, Emma, and Penelope are all dealing with what it means to be a Lovegrove. For Gretchen, it means she often
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feels like her head is going to explode. As a Whisperer, Gretchen constantly hears the whispers of other witches' spells. And while
this does help her to know when one of her own spells is going wrong, the incessant buzzing and pain the whispers cause makes
it difficult to use her gift. But when something evil begins to menace Mayfair, Gretchen must find a way to master her power. Along
with her cousins, a madcap named Moira, and the icy yet irresistible Tobias Lawless, Gretchen faces deadly threats and
unimaginable loss in the hopes of preventing the terrible Greymalkin Sisters from rising again. The second book in The Lovegrove
Legacy trilogy, Whisper the Dead will leave readers spellbound.
She Saves His Life. . . For Chloe Wherlocke, it all begins with a vision--a glimpse into the future that foretells a terrible plot against
Lord Julian Kenwood and his newborn son. Chloe's psychic gift allows her to save the child from certain death, but the earl
remains in grave peril. . . But When He Steals Her Heart. . . Julian Kenwood knows someone is trying to kill him and he suspects
his scheming wife and her lover are behind the plot. But Julian is shocked when Chloe, a captivating, dark-haired stranger, warns
him that sinister forces are indeed at hand--and exposes a devastating secret that changes his life forever. . . Will She Resist--Or
Surrender? As Chloe reveals her plan to save Julian, neither can deny the attraction that grows each moment they're together.
Chloe knows the highborn earl could never love her as she loves him. But when danger strikes closer than ever, Chloe must risk
everything--or lose Julian forever. . . Praise for the Novels of Hannah Howell "Howell offers readers another captivating tale."
--Booklist "Another wonderful story filled with adventure, emotion, and laughter." --Romantic Times
The brazen beauty is said to possess fairy magic, and has successfully charmed and seduced English soldiers out of their most
carefully guarded secrets to aid her kinsmen. But now the infamous Kate MacCarran has met the one man who seems immune to
her legendary allure ... Captain Alec Fraser of The Black Watch has no doubt that Katie Hell is trouble. Hadn't she just drugged
him, kissed him, then searched through his belongings? Now the elusive spy is his captive, and it is Alec's duty to transport her to
Edinburgh. But the Highland hellion challenges him at every turn, determined to escape with her secrets. Soon Alec discovers that
keeping Kate out of mischief may be an almost impossible task ... just as Kate realizes that surrendering to his passionate love
may be her most dangerous mission yet.
New York Times bestseller Hannah Howell's extraordinary Wherlocke family returns with the story of a passion that will heed no
resistance, no matter how deadly. . . When Lorelei Sundun first finds Sir Argus Wherlocke in her garden, she's never heard of the
mysterious Wherlocke clan--or their otherworldly abilities. That changes the moment she watches Argus--the most tantalizing man
she's ever seen--disappear before her very eyes. What she's witnessed should be impossible. But so should falling in love with a
man she's only just met. . . Pursued by a madman intent on harnessing the Wherlockes' talents as weapons, Argus meant to seek
help from his family, not to involve a duke's lovely daughter in the struggle. But now, the enchanting Lorelei is his only hope for
salvation--and the greatest temptation he's ever faced. . . Praise for Hannah Howell and If He's Wicked "Fans will gladly follow
Howell from the Scottish Highlands to London for her new trilogy." --Publishers Weekly "The superbly talented Howell never
disappoints." --Romantic Times
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The Cowboy by Jayne Ann Krentz Romance writer Margaret Lark knew all about tough cowboys in pin-striped suits: they were the
heroes in her books. She wouldn't admit to fantasising about that type of man, though. But corporate executive Rafe Cassidy was
quick to refresh her memory. Rafe had power, money and sex appeal. Losing a major deal had riled him and it was time for a
showdown. Time to show her what stuff real cowboys were made of... The Cougar by Lindsay McKenna From the starry night Jim
Cunningham saved Rachel's life on a snowy mountain, he felt bound by this compelling woman. She had a heart of gold, and a
beauty to match her compassionate spirit. But she was a Donovan -- the daughter of his arch enemy. And though the rugged
rescuer had faced many battles, loving Rachel would be his greatest challenge of all... Odd Man Out by B.J. Daniels Ever since
J.D. Garrison had broken her heart when he'd skipped town, the tabloids had been Denver McCallahan's only link to the man
who'd become country music's 'brightest star'. That is, until her uncle Max got murdered... Suddenly, J.D. was back in her
life...sweeping her off her feet and warning her not to trust his best friend -- the one man who'd helped dry her tears. The two men
Denver loved most were now accusing each other of murder. One had stood by her...the other had broken her heart. Would
Denver choose the right man?
Though she has yet to be courted by any man, spirited Gillyanne Murray decides the time has come to visit the dower lands gifted
to her by her father's kinsmen. She arrives to find the small keep surrounded by three lairds, each one vying for her hand. . .and
property. Though resolved to refuse them all, the threat of battle on her threshold forces her to boldly choose a suitor: Sir Connor
MacEnroy, a handsome, daring knight of few words. As his wife, Gillyanne is stunned by his terse, cold distance-and her own
yearning to feel passion in his arms. Now, bringing her healing touch to a land and a keep ravaged by treachery and secret
enemies, she dares to reach out for the one thing she fears she may forever be denied. . .her husband's closely guarded heart.
Praise for Hannah Howell and her Highland novels. . . "Few authors portray the Scottish highlands as lovingly or colorfully as
Hannah Howell." -Publishers Weekly "Expert storyteller Howell pens another Highland winner." -Romantic Times
New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell sweeps readers away with the passion-filled adventures of the MacEnroy
brothers, seven daring Scotsmen who take on America in her most turbulent days—and capture the hearts of the ladies each is
destined to wed . . . With danger closing in from all sides, Abigail Jenson works tirelessly to protect her small Missouri farm. She
doesn’t require saving—but a handsome officer appears on horseback just as ruthless marauders set her cabin ablaze. With
nowhere else to turn, Abigail allows the soldier with the seductive Highlander’s gaze to escort her to shelter in a nearby town.
Matthew MacEnroy was reluctant to join his adopted nation’s conflict—until an enemy attack wounded two of his brothers. Bravely
doing battle has its price when a proud, independent beauty comes under his watch—no military man can risk the powerful
emotions their attraction has unleashed. But when Matthew himself is caught in the crossfire, Abigail leads their long journey home
to MacEnroy valley . . . and her caring touch sparks the promise of a bold future together.
STRANGER He wears a mask...and he is following her. Staring at her like no other man since Colin. But Colin is dead and Amelia
believes she will never again shiver with pleasure, never again sigh his name. LOVER Until her masked pursuer lures her into a
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moonlit garden and a single, reckless kiss. Now she is obsessed with discovering his identity. Perfectly attuned to his every desire,
his every thought, she will not stop until she knows his every secret. Praise for Sylvia Day and her novels “Bared to You
obliterates the competition . . . unique and unforgettable.” —Joyfully Reviewed “Terrific. Readers will have a passion for Sylvia
Day’s fine historicals.” —Midwest Book Review on A Passion for Him “Brilliantly blends danger and desire into an intrigue-rich,
lushly sensual love story.” —Booklist on A Passion for Him
Few women can resist a man like Gabriel "Reign" Housely, the Earl of Rainecourt. With divine good looks, delectable charms, and
delicious wealth, he would seem to be every marriage-minded mother's dream match for their daughters. But not so, given the
mysterious death of his first wife. Fortunately for Gabriel, he has no plans to seriously court any of the London ladies ever again.
That is, until he shares one unforgettable dance with a mysterious stranger... Exquisitely beautiful though decidedly modest, Lady
Sophia usually shuns the festive ballrooms of London society. But when a man who calls himself "Reign" enters her life—seemingly
from out of nowhere—and shows her true kindness, her wary young heart begins to melt. Of course, Sophia would be shocked to
learn the truth about Reign's past. But when scandal strikes, this devilish stranger may be her only salvation...
Their lives were perfect . . . Lady Hero Batten, the beautiful sister of the Duke of Wakefield, has everything a woman could want,
including the perfect fiancé. True, the Marquis of Mandeville is a trifle dull and has no sense of humor, but that doesn't bother
Hero. Until she meets his notorious brother . . . Until they met each other. Griffin Remmington, Lord Reading, is far from perfect and he likes it that way. How he spends his days is a mystery, but all of London knows he engages in the worst sorts of drunken
revelry at night. Hero takes an instant dislike to him, and Griffin thinks that Hero, with her charities and faultless manners, is much
too impeccable for society, let alone his brother. Yet their near-constant battle of wits soon sparks desire - desire that causes their
carefully constructed worlds to come tumbling down. As Hero's wedding nears, and Griffin's enemies lay plans to end their dreams
forever, can two imperfect people find perfect true love?
"Each holds a secret they can't possibly overcome alone ... Julia Wildthorn is sneaking into Argent Castle to steal an ancient relic,
but reluctant laird Ian MacNeill may be the key to unlocking the one answer she really wants discovered ..."--Page 4 of cover.
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